
Somerford Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group  
 
Notes from the telephone conference with AECOM on 17th September 2015 10.30am. 

Participants – Councillor Sandy Kenyon (Chairman), Julie Brown, Jonathan Maginness, Stuart 
Woodin (AECOM) 
 
JB discussed with SW the delays that we had faced due to the conflict of interest between AECOM 
and CEC which had been communicated to JB by Sam Rosillo of AECOM in July.  SW acknowledged 
this and said he would do everything to push our technical help application through. 
  
Our understanding was that the phone call was to establish when our packages of support were due 
to start but SW started the call by asking us to answer questions which appeared unnecessary as 
they were the same questions we had answered in the application for direct technical support.  He 
advised us that although we had had confirmation that we were eligible for technical support his 
role was to establish what packages of support we needed and to take our case to DCLG for 
approval.  We were surprised as this was not what we had been led to believe – we assumed it was a 
done deal so this was a setback as it meant yet another delay. 
 
JB explained to SW that our area had been designated on 20th July and we were already well into 
September with no progress and it was vital to our success that we press on quickly as the Local Plan 
examination was due to recommence soon.   
 
We talked through the situation in Somerford with speculative development plans, link road etc and 
agreed that we needed the following packages in order: 
 Housing survey package first of all and then probably  at the same time 
Heritage, character and landscape assessment  
Design and Site Allocations 
SEA 
Habitat Regulations Assessment 
Evidence Base and Policy Reviews 
Plan health check from RICS 
 
SW indicated that the Heritage package would cover both built environment and landscape aspects 
but then to our disappointment said the most he thought we would get would be 3-4 packages. He 
had not given us any reason previously to assume we would not get everything we needed.  He did, 
however, suggest we would need expert help in mediating with CEC. 
 
He recommended that the NP steering committee distance themselves from the Parish Council in 
terms of a consultee to avoid any conflict.  He stressed the benefits of neighbourhood planning 
allocating sites as, in his words, ‘not everyone wants to live next to a housing estate’. 
 
While we were waiting for confirmation from DCLG he recommended that we arrange a meeting 
with the new planner at CEC, up date the website and look at how we could get a housing survey on 
Survey Monkey. 
 
The conference ended with SW confirming that he would be pursuing the application with DCLG and 
he hoped to have a response for us the following week as to how many packages we would be 
awarded. 
 


